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Presentation from Dennis Bachelder, API’s Engine Oil Licensing and Certification System 

 
 
Good morning. I am Dennis Bachelder from API’s Engine Oil Licensing and Certification System, and I 
want to thank the Chair and members of the Northeastern Weights and Measures Association Law and 
Regulations Committee for this opportunity to recommend a change to Handbook 130 section 3.13.1, 
Labeling of Vehicle Motor Oil. 
 
Handbook 130 has for many years required that labels on motor oil packages identify the oil’s SAE 
viscosity and API performance level. Both of these items are important pieces of information for vehicle 
owners and operators and maintenance personnel entrusted with the responsibility of selecting the right 
motor oil for a car or truck. 
 
While section 3.13.1 continues to meet this need for motor oil packages, it does not address bulk motor 
oils, the manner by which many motor oils are distributed and installed today. Over the last two decades, 
the distribution and installation of motor oils has undergone a radical change, shifting from a do-it-yourself 
process with oil installed by vehicle owners from bottles to a do-it-for-me system where the oil is installed 
by service providers from tanks filled by distributors. According to Kline and Company, do-it-for-me 
installed more than 60 percent of passenger car motor oil last year. Consumers who once scrutinized 
motor oil labels in auto parts stores before installing them in their cars or trucks now travel to auto 
dealers, quick lubes, or service centers and wait while their vehicle’s oil is changed with motor oil from a 
bulk oil tank. These consumers might be selecting a specific oil for their vehicle, but many are probably 
trusting that the service provider is installing a quality bulk oil recommended for their car or truck. API 
samples and tests motor oils purchased from bulk oil installers annually, and I can say that this is often 
the case. However, API has also found the opposite to be true. Bulk oil installers don’t always know the 
identity of the oil in their tanks, and in some cases they actually consciously or unconsciously 
misrepresent what they’re installing. More than once API sampling has found installers claiming they are 
dispensing one brand of oil when in fact they are installing another brand. To complicate matters further, 
many times the customer receipt does not identify what’s been installed. Imagine how many of these 
types of transactions occur every day. 
 
The changes proposed for Handbook 130 are intended to apply the labeling requirements for packaged 
motor oils to oils sold in bulk. These changes as proposed would require motor oil manufacturers and 
distributors to identify the oils they deliver and installers the oils they dispense. Requiring distributors to 
identify the motor oils they deliver to installers will help ensure that installers know what they’re 
dispensing, and requiring installers to do the same on their invoices will provide the same level of 
information for consumers. 
 
I urge the Laws and Regulations Committee of the Northeastern Weights and Measures Association to 
amend Handbook 130 section 3.13.1 as API has proposed. 
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Presentation from Kevin Ferrick, Manager of API’s Engine Oil Licensing and Certification 

System 
 

 
Good morning. I am Kevin Ferrick, Manager of API’s Engine Oil Licensing and Certification System, and I 
want to thank the Chair and members of the Southern Weights and Measures Association Law and 
Regulations Committee for this opportunity to recommend a change to Handbook 130 section 3.13.1, 
Labeling of Vehicle Motor Oil. 
 
Handbook 130 has for many years required that labels on motor oil packages identify the oil’s SAE 
viscosity and API performance level. Both of these items are important pieces of information for vehicle 
owners and operators and maintenance personnel entrusted with the responsibility of selecting the right 
motor oil for a car or truck. 
 
While section 3.13.1 continues to meet this need for motor oil packages, it does not address bulk motor 
oils, the manner by which many motor oils are distributed and installed today. Over the last two decades, 
the distribution and installation of motor oils has undergone a radical change, shifting from a do-it-yourself 
process with oil installed by vehicle owners from bottles to a do-it-for-me system where the oil is installed 
by service providers from tanks filled by distributors. According to Kline and Company, do-it-for-me 
installed more than 60 percent of passenger car motor oil last year. Consumers who once scrutinized 
motor oil labels in auto parts stores before installing them in their cars or trucks now travel to auto 
dealers, quick lubes, or service centers and wait while their vehicle’s oil is changed with motor oil from a 
bulk oil tank. These consumers might be selecting a specific oil for their vehicle, but many are probably 
trusting that the service provider is installing a quality bulk oil recommended for their car or truck. API 
samples and tests motor oils purchased from bulk oil installers annually, and I can say that this is often 
the case. However, API has also found the opposite to be true. Bulk oil installers don’t always know the 
identity of the oil in their tanks, and in some cases they actually consciously or unconsciously 
misrepresent what they’re installing. More than once API sampling has found installers claiming they are 
dispensing one brand of oil when in fact they are installing another brand. To complicate matters further, 
many times the customer receipt does not identify what’s been installed. Imagine how many of these 
types of transactions occur every day. 
 
The changes proposed for Handbook 130 are intended to apply the labeling requirements for packaged 
motor oils to oils sold in bulk. These changes as proposed would require motor oil manufacturers and 
distributors to identify the oils they deliver and installers the oils they dispense. Requiring distributors to 
identify the motor oils they deliver to installers will help ensure that installers know what they’re 
dispensing, and requiring installers to do the same on their invoices will provide the same level of 
information for consumers. 
 
I urge the Laws and Regulations Committee of the Southern Weights and Measures Association to 
amend Handbook 130 section 3.13.1 as API has proposed. 
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